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Attachment C

Dam Assessment Scoring and Prioritization Results



Dam Assessment Scoring and Prioritization

Dam ID
Number

Dam Name Impoundment Name Latitude Longitude Current Uses Ability to Maintain
Failure Risk

(Priority Rating)
Floot Mitigation

Potential
Stream Continuity

Potential
Management Recommendations

MA00101 Glen Echo Dam Glen Echo Lake 42.156434 -71.99218 Flood Control; Lakeside Property Yes
Moderate
(Medium)

No Repair/Maintain

MA00103 Little Nugget Lake Dam Little Nugget Lake 42.170699 -71.949266 Recreation Yes
Low

(Low)
No Consider adding AOP

MA01829 Lambs Pond Dam Lambs Pond 42.17737 -71.975891 Recreation
Yes, but owner has not removed

beaver dam at spillway
Moderate
(Medium)

No
Remove to increase stream continuity and to address beaver

problems, or Repair and remove beaver debris.

MA00100 Ashworth Dam Upper Sibley Pond 42.14837 -72.00935 Unknown Unknown
Unknown

(Unknown)
No Remove  or No Action

MA00099 Lower Sibley Pond Dam Lower Sibley Pond 42.14487 -72.00608 None Known No
Severe
(High)

No Low Remove

MA01827 Wee Laddie Pond Dam Wee Laddie Pond 42.174911 -71.956704
None Known; Formerly used for

irrigation and as an ice pond
No

Severe
(High)

No Low Remove

MA01838 Farm Pond Dam Dodge Pond 42.13594 -71.94515 Recreation Unknown
Low

(Low)
No Repair/Maintain and Consider adding AOP

MA01835 Mcintyres Pond Dam McIntyre Pond 42.106299 -71.980322 Unknown Unknown
Unknown

(Unknown)
No Consider removal; More information needed

MA01830 Rail Road Pond Dam Rail Road Pond 42.174769 -71.976938
Supports Public Road
(Old Spencer Road)

No
Severe
(High)

No Not Assessed Remove

Power Station Dam 42.147365 -71.98985
Former hydroelectric dam (once

powered Charlton City)
No

Severe
(High)

No Not Assessed Remove

MA03428 Carpenter Mill Pond Dam 42.145916 -71.990464 None Known Unknown
Moderate
(Medium)

No Not Assessed Consider removal; More information needed

Dam 3 42.149948 -71.988338
Formerly associated with Charlton

Woolen Mill
No

Severe
(High)

No Not Assessed Remove

Dam 4 42.148534 -71.988579
None Known; Formerly used for
swimming lessons by Red Cross

No
Severe
(High)

Not Assessed Remove

MA01997 Lac Marie Dam Lac Marie Pond 42.291795 -72.001145 Recreation Yes
Low

(Low)
No High Consider adding AOP within limited space

MA02379 Muzzy Meadow Dam Spencer Pond 42.241768 -71.991603
Aesthetics, Future Skating

Pond/Trails
Yes

Moderate
(Medium)

No Low No Action

MA02583 Moose Hill Pond Dam Moose Hill Pond 42.271692 -71.959035
Flood Control, Emergency Water

Supply
Yes

Low/Moderate
(Low/Medium)

No Consider adding AOP

MA00700
Cranberry Meadow Pond

Dam
Cranberry Meadow Pond 42.192671 -72.001176 Recreation Yes

Severe
(High)

Yes Low Repair

MA00699 Lake Whittemore Dam Lake Whittemore 42.254285 -71.989485 Recreation Yes
Low/Moderate
(Low/Medium)

Yes Low No Action

MA00698 Sugden (Reservoir) Dam Sugden Reservoir 42.27283 -71.972491 Flood Control, Recreation Yes
Moderate
(Medium)

No
Consider modifying to allow drawdown for additional flood

capacity; Consider adding AOP

MA00695 Browning Pond Dam Browning Pond 42.37786 -71.997102 Recreation No
Moderate
(Medium)

No Consider removal, or Repair/Maintain and add AOP

MA00901
Buck Hill Conservation

Dam
Buck Hill Pond 42.289316 -71.9873 Conservation and Recreation Yes

Moderate/Severe
(Medium/High)

No Repair/Maintain and consider adding AOP

MA01995
Cedar Millpond Dam

(Cider Mill Pond Dam?)
Cider Mill Pond 42.245036 -71.994192 Supports Parking Lot No

Low/Unknown
(Low)

No Low More information needed

MA01175 Howe Mill Pond Dam
Howe Mill Pond (lower
portion of Howe Pond)

42.21588 -71.999794 Recreation, Aesthetics, Cultural Yes
Moderate
(Medium)

No Low Repair/Maintain

MA02542 Howe Reservoir Dam
Howe Reservoir (upper
portion of Howe Pond)

42.213324 -71.998913 Recreation Yes
Moderate
(Medium)

No Low Study Removal to possibly address beaver problems and provide
stream continuity

Town of Charlton

Town of Spencer
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 M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO:  Project Steering Committee  
   
FROM:  Kevin M. Flood, P.E., Kurt A. Mailman, P.E. 

Fuss & O'Neill, Inc. 
1550 Main Street, Suite 400 
Springfield, MA 01103 

 
DATE:  May 30, 2019 
 
RE:  Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment
  Integrated Water Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment and Climate Resiliency Plan

MVP Action Grant - Town of Charlton & Town of Spencer
 
 
1 Introduction 

This memorandum summarizes the evaluation of existing water and wastewater infrastructure in 
Charlton and Spencer, Massachusetts that is at risk of inland flooding.  Specifically, the existing 
wastewater collection systems, the wastewater treatment facilities, the public drinking water source wells, 
and the water distribution systems were evaluated for flood-related vulnerabilities under present day and 
projected future climate change conditions.  This assessment is part of the Integrated Water Infrastructure 
Vulnerability Assessment and Climate Resiliency Plan project funded through the Massachusetts Municipal 
Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program.  
 
2 Data Collection 

Spatial mapping and attribute data were compiled in GIS and Adobe PDF format as available and 
overlaid onto digital orthophotos to depict the water and wastewater distribution and collection systems 
within the two communities.  Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate 
Maps were overlaid onto GIS mapping for both communities to highlight existing flood hazard areas 
and their proximity to water and wastewater infrastructure.  Mapped FEMA flood hazard areas and 
associated flood elevations were utilized to compare existing ground elevations and elevations of critical 
equipment in areas near water and wastewater infrastructure to assess potential flood-related 
vulnerabilities. Site-specific information including layouts, topography, elevations, equipment, and details 
for each of the sites evaluated were obtained from the municipalities and Central Massachusetts Regional 
Planning Commission (CMRPC).  
 
3 Vulnerability Assessments 

3.1 Identification of Facilities Vulnerable to Flooding 

Vulnerable facilities were identified based on their proximity to flood hazard areas identified on FEMA 
Flood Insurance Rate Maps.  For the purpose of this assessment, vulnerable facilities are those facilities: 
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1. Located within or adjacent to the area inundated by the 1 percent annual chance (100-year) flood, 
the 0.2 percent annual chance (500-year) flood, or regulatory floodway, or   
 

2. Facilities within or in close proximity and hydraulically connected to a mapped flood hazard area, 
with critical infrastructure located at or below the published base flood elevation, where available. 

 
The elevation of adaptation measures (i.e., critical elevation) was determined from the 1 percent annual 
chance flood elevation reported on FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) plus three feet of 
freeboard, which is consistent with recommended guidance for critical facilities as described in the New 
England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission (NEIWPCC) Storm Resiliency and Adaptation 
Needs for Wastewater Conveyance and Treatment and Technical Resource 16 (TR-16) Guides for the Design of 
Wastewater Treatment Works for wastewater infrastructure and EPA’s Climate Resilient Water Utilities 
initiative for water infrastructure.  For the purpose of this assessment, the vulnerable wastewater and 
water infrastructure in both communities were considered critical or essential facilities.  The three feet of 
freeboard is also intended to account for potential increases in the 1 percent chance flood elevation 
based on anticipated increases in peak streamflow under projected future climate change conditions. 
 
Where base flood elevations were not determined by FEMA (e.g., Zone A), the 1 percent annual chance 
flood elevation was estimated from LIDAR ground elevations and the 1 percent annual chance flood 
hazard area boundary in the vicinity of the site, as depicted on the FEMA FIRM. Estimated flood 
elevations may need to be refined through the use of hydraulic modeling to support future design and 
permitting of proposed facility-specific adaptation measures. 
 
3.2 Limited Visual Assessments 

Limited visual assessments were performed of the vulnerable facilities identified in both communities, 
including water and wastewater collection and distribution systems, facilities, and critical equipment.  
The limited visual assessments consisted of site visits at the vulnerable facilities while accompanied by 
Town personnel. Critical water and wastewater facilities were visited, visual observations made, relative 
elevations recorded, and photographs taken to compile data at each site including, but not limited to, the 
following:  

 
• Ground elevations (by LIDAR) around critical facilities and relative elevations of critical 

equipment and facility components  
• Equipment locations 
• Site information including erosion potential and accessibility during climatic events 
• Structural components and general condition 
• HVAC, controls 
• Power supply and reliability 
• Chemical storage 
• Obvious inflow sources. 

 
The assessment findings are summarized in the following sections for each Town, including a listing of 
vulnerable facilities and preliminary recommended adaptation measures, (conceptual designs and 
budgetary level opinions of construction cost).   
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4 Town of Charlton 

4.1 Water System 

The Town of Charlton’s water system is supplied from Sturbridge and includes a water distribution 
system that services a portion of the municipality including along Route 20, Route 169 to the south and 
west, South Sturbridge Road, Stafford Street, Hammond Road, Timber Valley Road and Northside Road 
in a loop with Route 20, and the interconnection with Sturbridge. 
 
The water system also has two storage tanks that contains almost a million gallons of storage to manage 
higher system demands and provide fire flows.  Finally, there is infrastructure to the west of Northside 
Road that was installed but not used due to a permit denial to transfer water from Oxford.  See Figure 1 
for the overall layout of the system. 
 
4.1.1 Water Availability 

During initial discussions with each Town, we reviewed water supply and availability for the systems 
currently in place.  Charlton receives water from Sturbridge and the supply is augmented by existing 
Storage Tanks that assist in meeting Peak supplies and providing fire protection.  At this point, the 
Water and Sewer Superintendent believes there is sufficient water to serve the needs of the community 
and therefore no further investigation was completed. 
 
4.2 Sewer System 

The Town’s wastewater system includes a Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) that is just south of 
Route 20 between Route 169 and Carpenter Hill Road.  The plant includes Rotating Biological 
Contactors (RBC’s), clarification as well as disinfection prior to discharging to Cady Brook. 
 
The collection system includes gravity sewer and force main throughout Town that totals almost 20 
miles.  Specific areas include the neighborhoods around Glen Echo Lake (4 pump stations in this area), 
and the area just north of the Massachusetts Turnpike near Stafford Street.  The system is also south of 
Route 20 extending to the east near the existing schools in the area.  The system also extends to the west 
along Route 20 ending adjacent to the Massachusetts Turnpike. See Figure 2. 
 
The system also includes 10 pump stations; they are summarized in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1 - Summary of Wastewater Pump Stations in Charlton, MA 

            Pump 1 Pump 2   
Station           GPM 

Volume 
GPM 

Volume 
Fuel 

Number Pump Station Address Generator 
Make 

Model 
Number 

Serial 
Number 

Design Design Capacity 

8 Glen Echo Shore Dr. 149 Glen Echo Shore       176 176   
3 South Sturbridge Rd 10 S. Sturbridge Rd       120 120 30 
1 Sturbridge Rd (MTA 5E)  Route 20 

29 Sturbridge Rd 
Caterpillar 
508 634-
3400 SE 

MDL CD0S0 
  

150 150 85 

Treatment 
Plant 

 Worcester Rd 8A Worcester Rd Cummins 
781 287-
7308 

MDL 
300REOZDD 

S/N 
2292368     

1613 

4 N. Main Street' 53 N. Main Street Cummins 
NE 
781329-
1750 

MDL 60 
DGCB 

S/N  C 280 280 173 

7 Burlingame Rd 63 Burlingame Rd ONAN/Cu
mmins 

MDL DGDA 
4958772 

S/N E 
010236004 

220 220 194 

2 J Hammond Rd (MTA 6W) 43 J Hammond Rd Caterpillar  
508 634-
3400 

MDL CD 050 

  

120 120 85 

6 Muggett Hill Rd 143 Muggett Hill Rd       220 220 173 
11 Vine Street Vine Street Cummins 

NE  
7813291750 

MDL 35.0 
DGBB 

S/N 
E0000982
42 

220 220 100 

9 Stevens Park Rd 65 Stevens Park       10 10   
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4.2.1 Vulnerable Facilities Identified in Charlton 

The following were identified as vulnerable facilities given their proximity to mapped flood hazard areas 
as shown in Figure 2. 
 

1. Old Worcester Road Pump Station (feeds into the North Main Street Pump Station) - This 
station is adjacent to areas prone to flooding and the station type (partially buried with all 
equipment below existing grade) results in critical equipment that could be affected if the areas 
flood. 

2. North Main Street Pump Station - This station is adjacent to areas prone to flooding and the 
station type (partially buried with all equipment below existing grade) results in critical 
equipment that could be affected if the areas flood. 

3. Muggett Hill Pump Station - This has flooded in the past and was converted from a Smith & 
Loveless partially buried station to a submersible pump station with a larger wetwell to handle 
additional flows. 

4. South Sturbridge Road Pump Station - This facility is adjacent to Cady Brook and a former 
truck/equipment garage.  During our visit, the area was quite wet and in a low lying area.  The 
station was partially covered in water and the adjacent brook was running above normal 
elevation. 

5. Stevens Park Road Pump Station - This facility is at the southern end of the lake adjacent to the 
road and at the bottom of a large slope that has significant runoff during wet weather events 
that has affected the pump station’s critical components include the power and control cabinet, 
the security fencing and gate and the odor control equipment. 

6. Route 20 (MTA 5E) Pump Station - This facility is just off Route 20 and adjacent to a 100 year 
flood zone.  The station has critical components below grade that could flood in an extreme wet 
weather event. 

7. J Hammond Road (MTA 6W) Pump Station - This station is at the east end of the collection 
system.  This is adjacent to areas prone to flooding and have critical equipment below grade 
which could be affected. 

8. Pressure Regulating Vault - This is in place along the edge of Route 20 just east of North Main 
Street which reportedly flooded in the past due to significant runoff in the area.   
 

Ground elevations, 1% annual chance flood elevations, and critical elevations are summarized in the 
following table.  One Hundred a Year flood elevations, if not available on FIRM Maps, are estimated 
based on location of outline for 100 year and 500 year elevations outlined on FEMA maps and 
comparing them to LIDAR elevations and contours shown on Figure 1 and Figure 2 located here: 
 

LOCATION 
LIDAR 
Ground 

Elev. (ft.) 

1% Annual 
Chance Flood 
Elevation (ft.) 

Critical Elevation 
(1% Annual Chance Flood 

Elevation + 3 Feet of Freeboard) 
91 OLD WORCESTER ROAD 786.6 780.0* 783.0 
53 NORTH MAIN STREET 860.2 855.0* 858.0 
143 MUGGETT HILL ROAD 683.8 683.0* 686.0 
SOUTH STURBRIDGE ROAD 645.2 645.0 648.0 
STEVENS PARK ROAD 772.8 777.0* 780.0 
ROUTE 20 PUMP STATION 637.0 638.0* 641.0 
J HAMMOND ROAD 885.5 885.0* 888.0 
PRESSURE REGULATING VAULT 820.0 817.0* 820.0 

*Estimated Flood Elevation - Base flood elevations not determined by FEMA for these locations (e.g., Zone A). Base flood 
elevations were estimated from LIDAR ground elevations and the 1 percent annual chance flood hazard area boundary depicted 
on the FEMA FIRM.  
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4.2.2 Vulnerabilities Identified at Facilities in Charlton 

Old Worcester Road Pump Station - This station is just south of an area designated as a 500 year 
floodplain, lies between two streams and is in a low-lying area on the south side of Old Worcester Road.  
The floor of the station itself is 50 inches below the current 
grade of 786.6 based on LIDAR elevations.  Critical equipment 
below grade at approximate elevation of 782.4 +/- includes:  

 
• Backup generator (1) 
• Automatic transfer switch (2) 
• power transformer (2) 
• control panel, (3)  
• the two pumps (3) 
• Sump (4) 

 
The floor of the station shows rust and there is 
distress at the joint between the wall and floor 
as seen in Photo (5). 
 
The exterior of the station has a ventilation 
system for the wetwell.  This is adjacent to the 
main electrical service for the station.  See 
Photo (6). 
 
The facility accepts flow from the Muggett Hill 
Station just to the south and east of this station 
and pumps wastewater west to the North Main 
Street Station. 
 
Barriers are recommended to protect the 
station and its critical components below grade 
against flooding.  Further, the main service 
outside should be protected against flooding.  
This can be accomplished through walls around 
the facility or by upgrading the facility and 
elevating critical components above grade in a new structure. 
 
North Main Street Pump Station 
This is another below grade station very similar to the Old 
Worcester Road Pump station.  It receives flow from the Old 
Worcester Station before sending it to the Wastewater 
Treatment Facility.  The station is directly adjacent to an 
existing stream and located between two areas designated as 
500 year flood zones.  The floor of the station itself is 50 inches 
below the current grade of 860.2 based on LIDAR elevations.   
 
 
 

5 

6 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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Critical equipment below grade at approximate elevation of 856.0 +/- includes: 
 

• Backup generator (1)  
• Automatic transfer switch (2) 
• power transformer (2) 
• control panel,  
• the two pumps (3) 
• Sump (4) 

 
The exterior of the station has a ventilation system for the wetwell.  This is adjacent to the main 
electrical service for 
the station.  See 
Photo (5). 
 
Barriers are 
recommended to 
protect the station 
and its critical 
components below grade against flooding.  Further, the main service outside should be protected against 
flooding.  This can be accomplished by installing walls around the facility or by upgrading the facility 
and elevating critical components above grade in a new structure. 
 
Muggett Hill Pump Station 
 
The Muggett Hill Pump 
Station is located just 
south of Dodge Pond, a 
500 year flood zone and 
adjacent to a tributary 
of the Quinebaug River 
which is in a 100 year 
flood zone.  The station used to be a partially buried pump station like the North Main Street and Old 
Worcester Road facilities, but there was significant flooding and the facility was damaged and then 
renovated.  The station currently has a wetwell with submersible pumps (Photo 1).  Above the wetwell, 
there is the main service and disconnects for the pumps installed in the wetwell (Photo 2) as well as a 
control panel for operating and monitoring alarms (Photo 3).  The facility is surrounded by fencing and 
its ground elevations is 683.8 based on LIDAR information.  
 
This facility still is in a vulnerable area prone to flooding.  The facility will require further fortification by 
relocating the critical electrical equipment to a higher elevation to protect the power and controls from 
damage. 
 
South Sturbridge Road Pump Station 
 
This pump station is a wetwell submersible 
pump facility located just north of Route 20 and 
the entrance to the Wastewater Treatment 
Facility.  It is located at the end of a parking 

1 

2 

3 4 5 

1 2 3 
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area for a truck company that has a variety of trucks and equipment parked on site.  The Station is 
within a small fenced in area just north of Cady Brook and is within the 100 and 500 year floodplains 
delineated in Figure 2. 
 
The facility has a panel for power and control beside the wetwell.  It also has a ventilation and odor 
control system pulling air from the wetwell.  Adjacent to the wetwell is an access manhole for the 
station’s valve vault to access the force main leaving the station. 
 
This facility is vulnerable to flooding given its proximity to Cady Brook and flood zones.  The critical 
equipment, the electrical cabinet and Ventilation system should be raised to platforms above the 100 
year flood elevation (El. 645) to protect them against damage during the 1 percent annual chance flood 
event.  
 
Stevens Park Road Pump Station 
 
This facility is at the southern end of Glen 
Echo Lake and it collects wastewater from 
homes in the area before pumping back to 
Route 31 (City Depot Road).  The pump 
station is at the base of a large undeveloped 
woodland area which is just north of a solar 
field.  The station also is at the low point in the road adjacent to a small 
stream that flows past it.  The ground elevation in the area is 772.8 based on LIDAR information.   The 
pump station is a wetwell submersible station with an electrical power/control panel, a ventilation 
system and it is surrounded by fencing for security. 
 
Over the last few years, the surface runoff from the hill just to the south of the station (Photo 1 and 
Photo 2) and the road runoff from Steven’s Park Road to the east have caused issues at the station.  
Specifically, the fence posts have heaved and the concrete pad for the electrical panel has lifted and 
stressed the conduit and cabinet sitting on top of the pad. 
The Town has 
worked to limit 
the surface 
runoff from the 
road area by 
installing a small 
swale that 
collects runoff 
and directs the flow in front of the existing station.   
 
The runoff from the hill just south of the station still needs to be re-directed.  The Town will look to 
submit an application for an MVP Action Grant to address this runoff and repair the pump station 
including the fencing around the facility and electrical power/control cabinet.  Installing drains and 
bioswales around the facility is recommended to capture and redirect the runoff to the small stream 
adjacent to the station. 
 
  

1 

4 

2 

3 
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Route 20 (MTA 5E) Pump Station 
 
This station is located along the south side of 
Route 20 just west of State Route 169.  This 
was one of two stations provided by the 
Massachusetts Transportation Authority 
(MTA) to provide sewers as a result of 
groundwater contamination.  The facility is a 
dry pit submersible facility that has two levels; an upper level with normal power, backup power, an 
automatic transfer switch, and single phase 
power panels for lighting and other single 
phase uses.  The elevation of the first floor is 
approximately 637.0+/- with the ground 
generally sloping toward the entrance.  
Behind the facility is a groundwater well that 
enters the lower level of the building and is 
used to provide water to the facility’s pumps 
for seal water.  
 
The lower level has two Fairbanks Morse 
centrifugal pumps (Photo 4) that pull 
wastewater from the underground wetwell 
(Photo 1) adjacent to the wellhouse and convey the wastewater to the east toward the wastewater 
treatment facility.  The lower level also includes a hydropneumatic tank (Photo 5) to maintain pressure 
from the well water being supplied for seal water, a sump pump for any water that gets on the ground, 
ventilation through a large diameter (16 inch) PVC pipe from the upper level, a dehumidifier that drains 
to the sump and a unit heater. 
 
This facility is within the 100 year floodplain that extends from Sibley’s Pond to the south and east 
before connecting to Cady Brook.  The most vulnerable components in the facility are in the lower level 
but the conduit and receptacles are protected and watertight. 
 
A barrier is recommended to redirect flood flows away from the building and the entrance to limit the 
possibility of water entering the facility and causing damage. 
 
J Hammond Road (MTA 6W) Pump Station 
 
This station is located on J. Hammond Road just north of the Massachusetts Turnpike (Route 90) 
adjacent to one of the service areas.  This was the other station provided by the Massachusetts 
Transportation Authority (MTA) to provide 
sewers as a result of groundwater contamination.  
The facility is a dry pit submersible facility that 
has three levels; an upper level with normal 
power, backup power, an automatic transfer 
switch, and single phase power panels for lighting 
and other single phase uses.  The elevation of the 
first floor is approximately 895.5+/- with the 
ground generally sloping back from the road toward the entrance.  Behind the facility is a groundwater 

2 

3 

4 5 

1 
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well that enters the second level of the building and is used to provide water to the facility’s pumps for 
seal water.  
 
The facility is 30 feet deep with the 
intermediate level (10 feet below first floor 
elevation) that includes a hydropneumatic 
tank (Photo 3) to maintain pressure from the 
well water being supplied for seal water.  The 
lowest level (20 feet below grade) has two 
Fairbanks Morse centrifugal pumps (Photo 
4) that pull wastewater from the 
underground wetwell adjacent to the 
wellhouse and convey the wastewater to the 
west toward the wastewater treatment facility.   
 
The lower level also includes a sump pump 
for any water that gets on the ground, 
ventilation through a large diameter (16 inch) 
PVC pipe from the upper level, a 
dehumidifier that drains to the sump and a 
unit heater. 
 
This facility is just south of a 500 year flood zone that runs to the east and south of Route 90 toward 
three other 500 year flood zones.  The most vulnerable components in this facility are also in the lower 
levels but the conduits and receptacles are protected and watertight. 
 
A barrier is recommended to redirect flood flows away from the building and the entrance to limit the 
possibility of water entering the facility and causing damage. 
 
Pressure Regulating Vault 
 
A Pressure Regulating Vault (PRV) for the water system on the north side of Route 20 that floods 
occasionally due to surface runoff and high groundwater 
levels.  The vault is in front of commercial buildings just 
west of Stafford Lane and adjacent to a grass swale along 
Route 20. 
 
Runoff should be redirected around the facility and the 
vault should be modified with a watertight cover to reduce 
the potential for flooding and water entering the structure. 
 
  

2 3 

4 

1 

Pressure Regulating Vault 
for Charlton Water System 
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5 Town of Spencer 

5.1 Water System 

Spencer’s water system consists of two sources of supply, the Seven Mile River Wellfield and the 
Cranberry Wellfield.  Each produces enough water to service the entire community.  The Seven Mile 
Wellfield is adjacent to the Water Treatment Plant on Meadow Road and just east of the Seven Mile 
River and the regulatory floodway.  The Cranberry Wellfield is off South Spencer Road and just south of 
the existing Wastewater Treatment Facility.  See Figure 3.  
 
The distribution system’s spine runs along Route 9 from the edge of East Brookfield through the center 
of Town and out to the east to the Town of Leicester and Shaw Pond.  There are also numerous feeds 
to the north and to the south from Route 9 for the distribution system.  See Figure 3.  There are two 
storage tanks, the Moose Hill Tank and the Highland Street Tank, within the system providing 
additional supply for peak demands, emergency supply and fire protection. 
 
5.1.1 Water Availability 

Spencer has two sources of supply, the Cranberry and the Seven Mile River wells.  Each well is capable 
of meeting daily demands within the system and the supplies are again enhanced by two existing storage 
tanks that help with meeting peak demands and providing fire protection.   Having two wells, both 
capable of meeting demands and ample storage, resulted in no further investigation into assessing water 
availability in this study.  
 
5.2 Wastewater System 

The wastewater collection system is shown in Figure 4.  The system is predominantly gravity fed with 
only one (1) pump station on Meadow Street adjacent to Fourth Avenue.  This pump station carries an 
approximately 10 percent of the wastewater from the northern portion of Town down to the 
Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) which is off Route 9 just to the east of the Podunk Turnpike. 
 
5.2.1 Vulnerable Facilities Identified in Spencer 

The following were identified as vulnerable facilities given their proximity to mapped flood hazard areas 
as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.   
 

1. Seven Mile River Wellfield - The wellfield is located just west of the Seven Mile River and the 
existing water treatment plant.  There is a small access road and it has been affected by beaver 
activity re-routing portions of the river and leading to flooding potential impacts on the power 
and control equipment adjacent to the well. 

2. The Cranberry Wellfield – The wellfield is located south and east of the existing wastewater 
treatment facility of South Spencer Road.  The wellfield includes 3 buildings; the building which 
houses the well and electrical equipment; and the building used to store and inject chemicals for 
the water supply including sodium hypochlorite and sodium hydroxide for pH adjustment.  The 
third building is used for material and equipment storage. 

3. The Wastewater Pump Station on Meadow Road - This facility is along the edge of the road and 
directly adjacent to the Seven Mile River and regulatory floodway as well as Fourth Avenue.  
Given it conveys (10%) of the flows to the wastewater treatment facility, this critical station, if 
flooded or disabled, could result in significant discharge of untreated wastewater to the river. 
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4. UV disinfection system at the discharge end of the Wastewater Treatment Facility - This 
equipment is in a low-lying area just south of the existing lagoons and just prior to the discharge 
to the Cranberry River. 

5. Low-lying area off Adams Street near Spencer Pond - There is sewer pipe and water main in this 
area that could be affected by flooding or overflow of the Pond during extreme wet weather 
events. 

 
Ground elevations, 1% annual chance flood elevations, and critical elevations are summarized below.  
One Hundred Year flood elevations, if not available on FIRM Maps, are estimated based on location of 
outline for 100 year and 500 year elevations outlined on FEMA maps and comparing them to LIDAR 
elevations and contours shown on Figure 3 and Figure 4 located here: 
 

 

LOCATION 
LIDAR 
Ground 

Elev. (ft.) 

1% Annual 
Chance Flood 
Elevation (ft.) 

 

Critical Elevation 
(1% Annual Chance Flood 

Elevation+3 Feet of Freeboard) 

SEVEN MILE RIVER WELLFIED 631.3 635.5 638.5 
CRANBERRY WELLFIED 634.6 642.0 645.0 
MEADOW ROAD PUMP STATION 635.0 634.5 637.5 
UV DISINFECTION SYSTEM AT WWTF 634.1 641.1 644.1 
LOW LYING AREAS - ADAMS STREET 812.6 816.0* 819.0 
*Estimated Flood Elevation - Base flood elevations not determined by FEMA for these locations (e.g., Zone A). Base flood 
elevations were estimated from LIDAR ground elevations and the 1 percent annual chance flood hazard area boundary depicted 
on the FEMA FIRM.  
 
5.2.2 Vulnerabilities Identified at Facilities in Spencer 

Seven Mile River Wellfield 
 
This is one of the two groundwater supplies for the Town.  
Each well is capable of providing enough supply for the entire 
community.  This well is within the 100 year flood zone and 
regulatory floodway area associated with the Seven Mile River 
(See Figure 3 for the Water System).  The well is west of the 
Water Treatment Facility and in close proximity to the 
western edge (85 feet) of the River.   
 
The well casing extends 6 feet 8 inches (See Photo 1) above the 
ground elevation of approximately 631.3 using LIDAR elevations.  
This is 2 feet 6 inches above the 100 year flood elevation of 635.5 
based on FEMA mapping.  
  
The power junction box and conduit is only 8 inches about the 
ground surface (Photo 2).  This was surrounded by water during our 
visits and could be flooded/damaged during significant rain events 
and beaver activity that could lead to re-routing the river and 
expansion of the water to this area. 
 

1 

2 

Water Treatment Facility 

Seven Mile River Wellfield 
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Raising the electrical junction box or relocating this box and installing watertight conduit would further 
protect this supply from not being available during flooding events. 
 
The Cranberry Wellfield 
 
This is the other groundwater Supply for the Town.  
The facility is located off of South Spencer Road and 
consists of three buildings; the wellhouse, the 
chemical treatment, and a storage facility for 
materials and equipment.  The facility lies within the 
100 year flood zone of the Cranberry River that 
wraps around the wellhouse facility. 

 
The floor elevation for the wellhouse is 
approximately 634.6 which is over 7 feet 
above the 100 year flood elevation.  The 
only electrical equipment which is 
susceptible to flooding is the MCC which 
rest on a housekeeping pad only 4 inches 

above the floor (Photo 1) and an electrical control cabinet which is 33 
inches above the floor.   
 
Just outside the building is the main power transformer for the site which rests on the ground (Photo 2).  
This would be adversely affected if the site was flooded.  This should be raised to protect it against 
potential flooding. 
 
The chemical feed building includes storage and containment for 
sodium hypochlorite (used for disinfection) and sodium hydroxide 
(used for pH adjustment).  There are also cabinets for electrical 
power and control, chemical analyzers, and ventilation equipment.   
 
All equipment is well above the floor except a junction box which is 
only 6 inches above the floor (Photo 3).  
 
This junction box should be relocated to a higher elevation to protect wiring for the critical equipment 
in the building.  
 
The Wastewater Pump Station on Meadow Road 
 
This facility is on Meadow Road just south of Fourth Avenue.  It lies 
on the west side of the road and is adjacent to the 100 year flood zone 
and regulatory floodway associated with the Seven Mile River.  The 
elevation of the pump station is 635. 0 +/- based on LIDAR 
elevations.  This very close to the 100 year flood elevation in the area 
of 634.5 (See Photo 1).  The station entrance is flush with the ground 
elevation in the area and there is critical equipment very close to the 
ground elevation.  This includes the backup generator (6 inches off the 

Wellhouse 

Chemical Feed and 
Storage Facility 

Storage 

Transformer 

2 
1 

Junction Box 

3 
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ground on a housekeeping pad) and the liquid propane storage tank (also on a concrete pad just 6 inches 
off the ground).  See Photo 2.   

 
Other critical components include: 
 

• SCADA Control Panel (3 feet off the floor - Photo 
3)  

• Pump Control Panel (3 feet off the floor - Photo 4) 
• Three Phase Panel (19 in. off floor - Photo 5) 
• Auto. Transfer Switch (ATS) (17 in. off floor - 

Photo 5) 
• Centrifugal Pumps (30 in. off floor - Photo 6) 

 

Because the elevations of critical components of the 
pump station are very close to the 100 year flood 
elevation, fortification of the critical equipment 
including the backup generator, and propane storage 
tank as well as the items less than 3 feet off the floor 
should be considered.  This would require the electrical 
cabinets, the ATS and the pumps be raised at least 3 
feet above the floor. 
 
UV Disinfection System at the Discharge of the Wastewater Treatment Facility 
 
The Spencer Treatment Facility has a UV 
disinfection system for its wastewater prior to 
being discharged to the Cranberry River.  The 
UV Disinfection System is at the end of the 
Treatment Facility and runs through a channel 
before being directed to the discharge for the 
plant. 
 
Adjacent to the UV System is small control 
building that has power and control features for 
the system.  This includes a power panel, a 
transformer for single phase power and a 
control panel for the UV system.  The elevation 

6 5 

4 3 

1 2 
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of the area is approximately 639.7 based on LIDAR elevations.  All electrical components are at least 3.5 
feet above the floor elevation and should not be affected by the 1 percent chance of flood.  
 
The top of the channel for the UV system is 74 inches below the floor of the main building for the UV 
system or at an elevation of approximately 634.1.  This is an estimated 7 feet above the 100 year flood 
elevation in the Cranberry River for this area.  James LaPlante, WWTP Superintendent, has stated 
however, that he has seen waters at just below the top of the wall for the UV channel in the past during 
flooding and heavy rainfall events. 
 
The Town has discussed the possibility of relocating this facility if additional treatment is required and 
added.  Specifically, if tertiary treatment is added in lieu of the existing lagoons, the Town feels moving 
the UV system up closer to the plant would alleviate the potential for this system to be compromised, if 
flooding occurs. 
 
In the meantime, the addition of a flood protection barrier is recommended to mitigate possible 
flooding in the area as seen in the past. 
 
Low lying area off Adams Street near Spencer Pond 
 

This area around the Spencer Pond has a sewer collection system and 
water main within Adams Street that could potentially be flooded or 
exposed during a major rainfall event that causes scour or erosion.  
Further, this area has a downstream 
culvert and gate structure on Charlton 
Road that could become blocked or 
plugged leading to water levels 
increasing in the Pond and causing 

local flooding in this area.   
 
Finally, the area has been identified by others as having a significant Infiltration/Inflow problem based 
on studies and investigations completed previously.  Any flooding could result in additional I/I entering 
the system which could be conveyed to the plant and adversely affect the wastewater treatment facility 
and lead to violations of the discharge permit. 
 
This area should be monitored during heavy rainfall events to confirm water is flowing through the 
outlet culvert so as not to allow water levels to rise in the pond and local flooding to occur. 

 
6 Resiliency Recommendations - Charlton 

The following are recommendations for the critical facilities and equipment identified within the Town 
of Charlton.  Each is discussed in more detail below and budgetary level opinions of cost are included 
for each facility in Appendix A. 
 
Old Worcester Road Pump Station and North Main Street Pump Station 
 
These pump stations are partially buried pump stations within Old Worcester Road pumping to North 
Main Street.  The facilities are 50 inches below grade with all critical equipment including the pumps, 
generator, automatic transfer switch, transformer, and control panel included.  Resiliency 

Adams Street 

Culvert and I/I Area 
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recommendations to protect the facility from flooding given their proximity to flood zones range from 
providing a barrier around the structure to minimize floodwaters from entering the partially buried 
station to constructing a new above-ground facility and locating all critical components above the base 
flood elevation.  For this effort, we have budgeted for providing a barrier around the existing structure.  
A conceptual layout of the proposed improvements is included in the sketch shown below. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Muggett Hill Pump Station  
 
This station has flooded in the past and was 
converted from a partially buried station to a 
submersible pump station with a larger wetwell to 
handle additional flows with a local service, control 
panel and communications located on a stand over 
three (3) feet above ground.  There is no generator 
for backup power.  This facility is directly 
downstream from Dodge Pond and a 500 year flood 
zone.   
 
Resiliency improvements for this site include 
providing drainage swales to guide runoff and floodwaters away from the structures and raising the 
electrical equipment to further fortify these critical items. 
  

Four (4) foot barrier wall 
with entrance for access 
to the pump station 

Raise Electrical Components 

Provide Drainage Swales 

Wetwell 

Pumps and piping  

Gen. Set, 
Transformer 
and Control 
Panel 
 

Entrance  
with boards 
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South Sturbridge Road Pump Station 
 
This facility is another wetwell pump 
station which is in a low lying area adjacent 
to a truck parking area and garage.  The 
facility has a power/control panel and 
ventilation/odor control system above 
grade within the fenced in area.  The station 
is adjacent to the 100 and 500 year flood 
zones for Cady Brook.  There is no 
generator for backup power. 
 
Resiliency improvements for this site 
include providing drainage swales to guide 
runoff and floodwaters away from the structures and raising the electrical equipment to further fortify 
these critical items. 
 
 
Stevens Park Road Pump Station  
 
This facility is at the southern end of Glen Echo Lake adjacent to 
Stevens Park Road and at the bottom of a large slope that has 
significant runoff during wet weather events.  This runoff has affected 
the pump station’s critical components including the power and 
control cabinet, the security fencing and gate and the ventilation/odor 
control equipment. 
 
 
Recommendations include: 
 

• Re-direct runoff 
from the hill to the 
north of the station,  

• Better define and 
guide street runoff 
from the road east of 
the station, 

• Re-set electrical panel 
on new concrete pad, 

• Re-set fencing around the facility to mitigate poles and fencing that have heaved, 
• Re-set ventilation system in new concrete pad at higher elevation 
• Grading improvements around station to accommodate new drainage work and improve water 

quality through bioswales 
  

Provide Drainage Swales 

Raise Electrical Components 

Re-set fencing around station 

Construct New Concrete Pads electrical 
and ventilation systems 
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Route 20 (MTA 5E) Pump Station  
 
This facility is just off Route 20 and adjacent to a 100 year 
flood zone associated with Sibley’s Pond to the west and 
draining towards Cady Brook which runs south. 
 
The building has two stories with the upper level housing the 
generator, transfer switch, power and control panels and a 
transformer for single phase equipment.  Most electrical 
panels are above the floor (>3 feet) and conduit and 
receptacles are watertight.  The lower level has the piping, 
pumps, a dehumidifier, unit heater and hydropneumatic tank 
and piping for the seal water for the pumps.  All conduit and receptacles in this area are watertight. 
 
Resiliency recommendations for this facility would include: 
 

• Providing a protective barrier for the main entrance to 
minimize water  entering the building   

• Install a watertight hatch over the access entrance to the lower 
level of the facility 

• Seal penetrations between main level and lower level 
(conduits and ventilation)  
 

 
J Hammond Road (MTA 6W) Pump Station 
 
This station is located just north of the 
Massachusetts Turnpike (Route 90) adjacent 
to one of the service areas.   The facility is just 
south of a 500 year flood zone and is adjacent 
to a small stream which flows by the facility.  
 
The building has three stories with the upper 
level housing the generator, transfer switch, 
power and control panels and a transformer 
for single phase equipment.  Most electric al panels are above the floor (>3 feet) and conduit and 
receptacles are watertight.   
 
The middle level has piping from the groundwater well that feeds a hydropneumatic tank to maintain 
pressure for water being provided to the pumps for seal water.  This level has conduits that extend to 
the lower level as well as a 16 inch PVC pipe used for ventilation for the lower level. 
 
The lowest level (20 feet below grade) includes piping, pumps, a dehumidifier, unit heater, sump and 
pump and piping for the seal water for the pumps.  All conduit and receptacles in this area are 
watertight. 
  

Watertight Hatch 
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Resiliency recommendations for this facility would include: 
 

• Providing a protective barrier for the main entrance to 
minimize water  entering the building   

• Install a watertight hatch over the access entrance to the 
lower levels of the facility 

• Seal penetrations between main level and lower levels 
(conduits and 
ventilation) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pressure Regulating Vault 
 
There is a Pressure Regulating Vault (PRV) for the water 
system on the north side of Route 20 in front of 
commercial buildings just west of Stafford Lane and 
adjacent to a grass swale along Route 20.  This vault 
occasionally floods due to surface runoff and high 
groundwater levels.  
 
Resiliency measures proposed include: 1) re-directing 
runoff in the area and 2) modifying the vault structure to 
minimize water and groundwater inflow. 
 
7 Resiliency Recommendations - Spencer 

The following are recommendations for the critical facilities and equipment identified within the Town 
of Spencer.  Each is discussed in more detail below and budgetary level opinions of cost are included for 
each facility in Appendix B. 
 
Seven Mile River Wellfield 
 
This is one of two wells that provide all the water supply for the Town.  
It is located just west of the Seven Mile River and the associated 100 year 
flood zone and regulatory floodway.  It is also west of the existing water 
treatment plant which it provides water to.  There is a small access road 
to the wellhead off Smithville Road.   
 
The well and its associated electrical equipment has been affected by 
beaver activity re-routing portions of the river and leading to potential 
flooding impacts on the power and control equipment adjacent to the 
well.  

Wetwell 

Seal Access to Lower 
Levels 
with watertight hatches 

Provide Watertight Barrier  
at Front Door  

Raise Electrical Equipment 

Pressure Regulating Vault - Charlton Water System 

Redirect runoff and 
modify vault structure 




